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Hall Reservations and enquiries:                                       
Contact number :  07938 975258 

Also book online when reopen  

Business Adverts in the Newsletter:  

£15 per issue subject to space 

Contact: The editors:  John and Linda Webster                                 
3 Mayfield.HX38QT    01274 602830  

or  email norwoodgreennews@yahoo.co.uk      

Notices only   

These may be displayed on the Residents Association Village 
Notice Board   for  free,  enquiries to:                                  

Contact: Christine Ferneyhough     01274 678106                            

Chairman of NGVH Charitable Trust: Carole Dent 01274 
602282 

Hon. Secretary: Norma Collins 

Hon Treasurer: David Sugden 

Village Website: www.norwoodgreen.org 

The Newsletter is also published on the website:                                      
norwoodgreen.org.uk  past editions are still available to see 

  

A couple of winter visitors  

to the village  

 

Thanks to Heather and Rick for  
bringing fun and laughs  to everyone  
on your “waddle”  through the village        

at Christmas 
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Report  of the NGVHCT  

Hello fellow residents, 

What a year we have had!  I do hope you are keeping safe and well 
and that we are now turning a corner with vaccination going on 
apace.   Unfortunately, we have been unable to open the  Village Hall 
for more than a day or two here and there but I can assure you that it 
is absolutely ready for such time as it is safe to do so.  I have to thank 
the committee members for their work in preparation and generally 
keeping an eye on the building and the cleaner for her weekly         
visit.   As soon as we are able, we will arrange the AGM for the    
Charitable Trust when the present committee will be expected to     
resign and a new committee formed.  In the meantime, can you give 
some thought to allowing yourself to be nominated to this new       
committee and offering a bit of your time to help keep this very        
important village building open for business. Thank you to all who 
have sponsored this Newsletter, which we hope will be interesting and 
entertaining as in many years past.             
                  Carole Dent        
                                                                                                          
                      Chair Norwood Green Village Hall Charitable Trust 

Report of the CIC 
  

  
Hello to you all and welcome to the first full publication since March 
2020. Hopefully, a sign that we can at last return to some form of normality. 
 
I’m pleased to provide you with some further updates on the Norwood Green 
Better Place Community Interest Company (CIC), which was formally        
incorporated at Companies House in September last year.  
We now have a bank account, which enables us to take donations from   
Residents. Importantly, we can explore the funding opportunities that may 
help us to deliver on  important issues that matter in our community. Whilst 
on the issue of the ‘important issues’, it is felt that we need a full community 
led plan to identify the issues that matter to the most people. This could      
involve a specific group engaging with all  residents (including our children 
and young people), ensuring we are aware of all views on Norwood Green 
and how best these can be investigated. It is vitally important that 
we engage as fully as we can with all Residents. We have our own Facebook 
page and we now have almost 150 subscribers to the communications data 
base. This is around a third of all Residents but we want more people       
subscribing so we can keep you updated.  
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             Newsletter Donations and Sponsorship 
 

We thank everyone who sponsored the newsletter for 2020, 
when we were unable to produce the full village newsletter as 

usual. 

We also thank those who have given donations to the Trust in 
2020 and 2021. 

David Sugden – Treasurer 
 

Printing of the Newsletter      

We would like to express our thanks to Helen Eastwood and 

Richard  Fenwick for their many years organising the printing of 

the village newsletter, and helping with delivery too. Many, 

many thanks to you both. As Helen and Richard are unable to  

continue from now on,  we have moved the printing of the  

newsletter to a local printing company, who I’m sure will serve 

us well. 

 

Answers to the Quiz on page 8 

1.St Mary Mead         2. A bird       3. The Thursday Murder Club     

4. Prince Rainier of Monaco         5. The clipping of guinea coins 

6. California          7.  Christopher Plummer            8. Saint Marie           

9. Kamala Harris        10. Keighley        11.  Perseverance Rover 

12. Paris               13.   The Teletubbies             14. Dolly Parton 

15. Ken Dodd 

 

Front cover: Sketch of crocuses across the fields 
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SPRING RECIPE  
ORANGE & ALMOND CAKE 

 
 

Ingredients 
 
       For the cake:                                               For the sugar glass: 

• 3 medium eggs    100 Gm caster sugar 

• 150g golden caster sugar             White caster sugar is best, it’s 

• 170g ground almonds             easier to see the colour change 

• zest and juice of a small orange 

• 3 tbsp (at least) whisky 
 
        Icing sugar to dust 

 
 
Instructions 
 

• Preheat oven to 180C/gas 4, butter a 17.5 springform tin and line the 
bottom with greaseproof paper 

• To make the sugar glass, melt the sugar in a heavy based saucepan 
over a gentle heat until it reaches a golden caramel colour. Be careful not to 
let it burn or the finished sugar glass will taste bitter. Pour the melted sugar 
onto silicone paper and leave to set. Once set, break into shards of sugar 
glass. 

• To make the cake, separate the eggs, whites into one large bowl and 
yolks in another. Beat the yolks with a wooden spoon gradually adding 130g 
of the sugar until pale and creamy. Fold in the almonds, orange zest and 
juice, and whisky to make a stiff paste 

• Using an electric whisk, whisk the egg whites to soft peaks, then         
gradually add in the remaining sugar, keep whisking until glossy. 

• Gradually stir in the whisked whites to the cake mix, then put in the tin 
and bake for 30-35 minutes, the cake should be slightly risen with a chewy 
crust but still soft inside. 

• Leave to cool slightly before turning out of the tin. 
Sieve icing sugar over the top and decorate with the sugar glass shards 
Fabulous with a dram of a delicious malt, or even a cup of tea. 
 
 
Many thanks to Norma Collins for another gorgeous cake, lockdown pounds 
adding up nicely. 
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Please register your details at the following address http://
norwoodgreen.org/register. Please be assured that the database, and all 
our work, is fully compliant with the Data Protection Act 2018.  
As it is now 12 months since we have been able to hold any face-to-
face meetings, we feel it is important we try and engage in some form of 
visual communications forum. We intend to hold a Zoom meeting that will be 
available to all Residents and we would love to see many of you there. This 
meeting will take place on Wednesday 7

th
 April 2021 at 7:30pm (it is not 

envisaged a group gathering indoors will be allowed for a little while yet). This 
will give an opportunity for you to see the 9 new Directors of the CIC. It is 
anticipated that each Director will give a brief introduction as to who they are 
and their own roles in the work of the CIC. 
  
It may be difficult to provide a full verbal Q & A in this format but there will be a 
method of asking questions which can then be replied to. Please register your 
details at    http://norwoodgreen.org/register    and we will then send 
information on how to join the meeting. Prior to the meeting, updates on 
the three main projects we are currently focused on will be e-mailed out. Once 
again may I please urge all Residents to register their details, this way we can 
keep you all up to date with events and information within the Village. 
 
In other news we soon hope to unveil a brand new website. It may well be live 
by the time you read this. The website will hold all the relevant historical data 
such as the Newsletters, Useful Numbers and Gallery photos. It will also 
be updated more regularly and highlight ways we can all interact together. We 
also intend to have in depth historical information and photos of in and around 
Norwood Green. Some of you will have seen Steve Waring’s brilliant historical 
information on Social Media. Steve, as one of our Directors will be doing 
more to delve into and bring to life the history of our wonderful village. 
 
Finally, I must pay tribute to the group of people who have volunteered their 
time to get the company set up and projects off the ground. You would not 
believe the number of hours it has taken to get to this point! The foundations 
are laid, we should now be able to deliver tangible results for Residents to be 
proud of. My thanks to Andy Peers, Jo Phillips, Marc Salama, Steve Waring, 
Andy Mear, Tim Booth, Ian Woodall and Chris Noakes.  
 
Please note old e-mail address is now defunct, the new e-mail address 
is: betterplacetolive@norwoodgreen.org 
  
With warm regards, please stay safe and well,  
Jonathan Dent 
Chair Norwood Green Better Place CIC 
Also presently Chair NGRA 

 
Reminder: the AGMs  were cancelled in January so will be held  as soon as 
possible once Gov guidelines allow. (Editor). 

http://norwoodgreen.org/register
http://norwoodgreen.org/register
http://norwoodgreen.org/register
mailto:betterplacetolive@norwoodgreen.org
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It Shouldn’t Happen To A Vicar        

Canon James Allison 2021 

It’s been one of those years this past year. I can hardly believe 
what we’ve been through and done, let alone that we are still 
here.  It reminds me of that old Ken Dodd joke: "if you want to 
make God laugh, tell him your plans!"  But things have 
happened and I have done some things but none of them in the 
way that I thought.  So I thought I’d tell you some of the things 
that didn’t happen to plan, but did in a different way. Let me tell 
you about Jeanette and Rob, they had a plan.  They were 
booked in to marry in March until the government banned all 
marriages unless it was an emergency.  Like a lot of things in 
lockdown they never made it clear what constituted an 
emergency!   Was it enough that they had been planning it for 
ages, had booked the reception and they just wanted to get on 
with it?  Apparently not and at the moment when they wanted to 
be married we weren’t even allowed to enter the building (unless 
it was an emergency of course!)   I am a resourceful vicar and 
discovered that in past times of emergency you were allowed 
what was called a porch wedding.  The couple stand in the 
porch of the church and promise to get married as soon as 
possible.  Then you ask for God’s blessing and help in order for 
you to wait.  So we duly stood in the porch and said some 
prayers and took a video and they waited.  It was lovely actually 
and they had a very happy wedding on New Year’s Eve just 
before we locked down again. Not planned but still great!  
 
Let me tell you about getting a new job and moving house. It’s 
been talked about for a long time,  and began to crystallise 
when I first became vicar of Coley about ten years ago.  The 
idea to bring back together Coley and Northowram under one 
vicar.  It’s a long story and there was only one candidate but I 
got the job and it was decided for lots of reasons that we should 
move to Northowram.  So now I have a new job, vicar of Coley 
and Northowram, and a new house, which only five people have 
been inside.  
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The New Floor in the Hall   

Installed by Priory Hardwoods, 
Barkisland. It is solid oak and   

designed to stand up well to the 
tests of time. Hopefully it won’t  
be too long  before  everyone 
can have chance to  see it for       
themselves, once we are all     

able to meet up again.  

 

 

 

========================================== 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DBS Checked, Insured, Reliable, Dog Walker  and Sitter 

              Prices: £10 Per hour, £6 Half an hour 

                    Contact Grace: 07540 858987 

ploddypawsgrace@gmail.com 

facebook/instagram@Ploddypaws 

mailto:ploddypawsgrace@gmail.com
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SPRING QUIZ 

 

1. Which village is the home of the fictional character Miss 

Marple? 

2. What sort of creature is a blue footed booby? 

3. Name the new book by Richard Osman which is to be 

made into a film. 

4. Which prince did Grace Kelly marry? 

5. Which illegal practice was carried out by the Cragg Vale 

Coiners during the 18th century? 

6. In which US state was Marilyn Monroe born? 

7. Which film star from “The Sound of Music” died recently?      

8. What is the name of the fictional island in TV’s “Death in      

Paradise? 

9. Who is Joe Biden’s Vice President? 

10. Which town was the birthplace of Captain Sir Tom Moore, 

who raised nearly £33 million for the NHS by walking 100 

laps of his garden? 

11. What is the name of  the NASA Rover machine which has 

just            landed on Mars? 

12. Where are the Summer Olympics for 2024 due to be held? 

13.  In the late 1990s- by what collective name were Tinky 

Winky, Laa Laa, Po and Dipsy known?   

14. Which well known country musician donated £1 million to 

Covid vaccine research early in 2020? 

15. Which British comedian died in 2018, 3 days after marry-

ing his long term girlfriend? 

 Answers on page 11 
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There's another church I am now vicar of, which I would never 
have dreamed of a year ago.  It came as a surprise to me back in 
March when I discovered that I could no longer say prayers with 
people.  I was used to praying with one or two friends and a man 
whose dog brought him occasionally.  All of a sudden I wasn’t 
allowed to.  I don’t know why but I propped up my camera on a 
pew and videoed my prayers talking to my phone as I would have 
to my friends… and God, of course.  One of my friends 
suggested I put it on Facebook and see what happened.  I did 
and over a hundred watched it.  Since then, that has been my 
daily pattern, more or less. Meeting with a hundred plus most 
days for prayer and support. Watched mostly by locals, but also 
from across the world. I don’t know why they do but I am glad of 
the company and the friends we are making.  So you can see it 
was a simple thing, but a beautiful thing to do the Remembrance 
service in Norwood Green on video, not how we planned but still 
lovely.    
This might sound like I’m all right about the pandemic but I’m not.  
I miss the gossip at the Monday afternoon meeting at Norwood 
Green. I miss singing.  I  miss shaking hands and hugs.  I miss 
big services at Christmas and Easter.   I miss the work with 
children and young families through our Tots Group and schools.  
I miss my grandchildren in Liverpool.  I miss those who have 
gone too soon and grieve for them and those who still hurt.  To 
put it simply whilst embracing the new digital vicar I have to be, I 
miss being the vicar I want to be for the communities I serve.  I 
miss you. The Methodist hymn I quoted at the beginning 
continues and as it does  somehow embraces the good and bad 
through which we have come:  
 

  What troubles have we seen What mighty conflicts past,  
Fightings without and fears within, Since we assembled last! 

       Yet out of all the Lord Hath brought us by his love;  
       And still he doth his help afford, And hides our life above.   

 
May God bless you and keep you until we meet again and maybe 
sing it  together.   

 

Thank you to the Reverend Canon James Allison for this contribution 
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The Pancake Bell 

and other stories 

Easter and the period of Lent preceding it has accumulated many 

traditions, comprising a mix of various folk customs along with its 

religious celebrations. Shrove Tuesday itself has a rich history. 

The name “Shrove” comes from the word  shrive, which is a religious 

term meaning the confession and absolving of sins. On this day 

people were called to church for confession before the start of Lent. 

The church bell calling everyone to service on Shrove Tuesday 

became known as the Pancake Bell and is still so called today in 

several churches which continue to observe the custom.  

From around the 16th century until at least the 19th  Shrove Tuesday 

itself was  a day for celebrations and carnivals, which included ball 

games that often turned into riots between opposing villages. Feasts 

of pancakes and much drinking followed the contests. This holiday 

(Holy Day) from work would see apprentices and others  full of 

boisterous high spirits,  having been released from their duties, 

usually signaled by the ringing of the church bell mid-morning. In York 

they had the right to enter the Minster to ring the bell and it is said 

Sextons were sometimes bribed to get the bell rung as early as 

possible. According to a report of 1620-  

“...by the time it strikes eleven which (by the helpe of a 

Knavish Sexton) is commonly before nine, then there is a 

bell rung cauld (sic) the Pancake Bell, the sound whereof 

makes thousands of people distracted and forgetful of  

either manners or humanity”. 

(Nothing new there then!)          

Later still, a bell rung at 11am on Shrove Tuesday morning was said 

to be a signal to make Pancakes and so use up perishable and 

forbidden foods before the onset of Lent. Milk, fats and eggs formed 

the basis for the pancake recipes. Mardi Gras is French for "Fat 

Tuesday", reflecting the practice of the last night of eating rich, fatty 

foods. 
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Mothering Sunday was on the fourth Sunday of Lent, when people      

returned to their mother church, including those in service who were    

allowed home possibly to attend church with their family. It was a       

tradition for young girls to take a cake home for their mothers, the well

-known Simnel cake which is still made today. Fasting rules were         

relaxed  a little on this day and people were allowed meat and such 

things as fig pudding and cheesecakes. These cheesecakes were of-

ten served with bacon. 

The more modern “Mother’s day” is not linked to the religious practice, 

but an American creation from the early 20th century, and is held on 

the second Sunday of May. It was proclaimed by president Woodrow       

Wilson after a campaign by Anna Jarvis who wished to create a          

national holiday in memory of her  own mother. In many places it        

descended into the same behaviour as that of the 17th century Shrove 

Tuesday crowds and Anna became very disillusioned, wishing she 

had never started the idea. Now it has become an international holi-

day in over 40 countries. 

This information is from many sources incl. Encyclopaedia Britannica, and  
several of my own history and cookbooks. 

===================================================== 
The clock tower in October 2020 and January 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Shrove-Tuesday

